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Bruce. Shuford Elected To Head Student Body
Bruce Defeats
Wise In Race
For President

Camp Elected To Wright Bryan Heads
Spivak Will Play
Junior-Senior Dance U. S. Chamber American Editors
Concert And Banquet Open
i Festivities; Camak To Speak
The Central Dance Association has announced that Charlie Spivak and his orchestra will furnish the music for the
annual Junior-Senior Dance to be held May 9-10 in the College Field House.
The formal dance, which will
last from 9 to 1 Friday evening,
will be preceded at 7 p. m. by the
annual banquet to be held in the
College Dining Hall.
The speaker at the banquet
will be Dr. M. B. Camak. Dr.
Camak, superintendent • of
schools at Ware Shoals, is noted
throughout the South as an after-dinner speakor and editoralist.
Serving as committee chairmen
for the banquet are: Thomas E.
Gioiosa, decorations; Sammy
Bookhart, seating; Mack Carmichael, placing; Charles Meiburg,
publicity; and Louis Seaborn, favors.
The informal dance will begin
at 8 p. m. and last until midnight
on Saturday. Spivak and his orchestra will present a concert in
the College Chapel at 4 p. m. on
Friday.
Charlie Spivak, "The Man Who
Plays The Sweetest Trumpet in
the World," is the musician whose
fresh and original idiom in trumpet playing is described as "honey
in the horn." He is the leader of
a nine year old band which rocketed to top-flight stature so rapidly
that it now ranks among the kings
in the entertainment world.
Notches in Spivak's musical
belt are 20th Century-Fox's
Tin-Up Girl," starring: Betty
Grable and "Follow the Boys"
for Universal and a flock of
box-office records created at the
Paramount Theatre in New
York, the Hotel Statler, New
York, the PaUadium in Hollywood and other top spots.
Spivak's music-making is so
solidly established for its individuality that it can be identified whenever and wherever it
is played as "indubitably
Charlie's".
Born in New Haven, Connecticut, Spivak got his first trumpet
while still in grade school, a tiny
instrument with the first valve
practically on top of Charlie's
nose. He went to Hill House
School in New Haven, studying the
trumpet on his own time with
George Hyer, who is a member
of the New Haven Symphony Orchestra. The fact that Spivak's
family had charted out a medical
career for him didn't alter Spivak's decision to take to the brass,
and when Paul Specht, then one
of the country's outstanding bandleaders, offered him a job, he
signed up—and remained with the
outfit for five years.

To Play

He next joined the Bennq Pollack Band, another number one
outfit, and his next stop was the
Dorsey Brothers Orchestra, where
he played alongside such musicians as Glenn Miller, Skeets
Herfut, and Bob Crosby. When
Ray Noble came to America, he
asked Glenn to help him organize
a band, and the first musician to
be signed was Spivak.
When Spivak left to try his
musical wings on his own, he became the highest paid freelance
trumpeter in radio, playing on the
Ford Symphony Hour, Kate Smith,
and Fred Allen broadcasts. When
he felt ready to organize his own
band, a lot of encouragement came
from Glenn Miller, who told him
he had all the ingredients, necessary for a winning combination.
Spivak grot his first big: engagement at the Glen Island
Casino, jumping off place for
more than a dozen of the nation's topflight bandleaders. He
was so successful that the Casino
traditionally a summer spot,
broke a precedent by keeping
its doors open for the winter to
accomodate Spivak's drawing
power.
Spivak came to the Cafe Rouge
of the Hotel Statler shortly after,
and broke Glenn Miller's and
Jimmy Dorsey's records there,
then did the same thing at the
Commandore. He has been a regular fall attraction at the Statler every season.

Of Commerce

W. B. Camp of Bakersfield, California, a Clemson graduate in 1916
and a present member of the
Board of Trustees, was recently
elected a Director of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States
of America to represent agriculture for a two-year term.
Mr. Camp was born March 14,
1894, on a farm in Cherokee County. Extensively educated in scientific agriculture and seasoned by
years of practical experience, he
has emerged not only as an authority in agronomy but as president and co-owner of a large
farming business. His farms in
California, Washington, and South
Carolina produce cotton, truck
crops, potatoes, alfalfa, and cattle.
Mr. Camp's interest in farming
in the state of his birth led him to
establish the Camp Irrigation Fund
to show what artificial sprinkling
could do for South Carolina crops.
For the education of promising
young farmers at Clemson, he provided the Georfianna Camp Foundation.
As its Agronomist, he wrote bulletins for the United States Department of Agriculture and newspaper and magazine articles on
farming. As Agricultural Appraiser of the Bank of America
National Trust and Savings Association, he put into successful operation many abandoned small
farms. He pioneered the California One-Variety Cotton Law.
For many years he has actively
fought communism and socialism
in America. Mr. Camp is considered the godfather of two of
California's finest harvests, cotton and potatoes. He is a foe of
Federal controls and subsidies and
is a stout believer in the old fashioned idea that farmers should
shun regimentation and "stand on
their own feet".

Junior-Senior

Fertilizer Conference Will
Be At Clemson House In May
State Manufacturers, Dealers
Salesmen To Meet May 21-22
Fertilizer manufacturers, dealers, and salesmen in South
Carolina, as well as certain agricultural leaders, will attend
a Fertilizer Conference at Clemson College on Wednesday
and Thursday, May 21 and 22.
Headquarters for the conference
will be the Clemson House. Mr.
B. D. Cloaninger, head of the fertilizer inspection and analysis department at Clemson, announced
that all room reservations should
be made directly to the Clemson
House.
Registration will begin at 8:30
a. m. on Wednesday, May 21, in
the lobby of the Clemson House.
A preview of the tours scheduled
for the afternoon will be given
at 10:00 a. m.
Included in the speakers for the
morning will be Dr. H. P. Cooper,
Dr. W. A. King, J. K. Reed, Dr. W.
R. Paden, E. G. Godbey, W. P.
Law, O. W. Beale, Dr. W. B. Albert, and H. E. Bland.
Following lunch in the Saber
Room of the Clemson House, a
tour of the experiment station,
pastures, and farms will be conducted on busses and trucks.
Dr. Robert F. Poole, president
of Clemson College, will deliver
the welcome address at the banquet, which is to be held1 in the
Saber 'Room at 7:00 p. m. Toast-

master for the evening will be C.
G. Cushman, leader of Clemson
Extension Dairy Work.
Dr. Firman E. Bear, chairman of the soils department of
Rutgers University, will deliver
the main address.
Beginning at 9:00 a. m. on
Thursday morning, several classes
will be conducted by members of
the Clemson faculty. They are as
follows: "Chemical Weed Control", Dr. W. B. Albert; "Outlook
of Insecticides for Use on Soils",
Dr. M. D. Farrar; "Agronomy Research Program," Dr. W. R. Paden; and "Research Tobacco Program," J. F. Bullock.
The conference will adjourn at
12:00 noon.

Ware Transferred
Marshall T. Ware, electrical
engineering graduate of the Class
of 1951, has been transferred by
the Westinghouse Electric Company from Pittsburgh to Charlotte,
N. C.

Top Position By Nations' Journalists

Taps Payments
Due April 28
All TAPS, Clemson's annual
publication, must be paid for by
Monday, April 28, according to
information released recently by
Tony Bowman, editor. Payments
will be accepted in the TAPS Office in the basement of seventh
barracks from 7 to 11 p. m. daily.

Miles E. Bruce, arts and
sciences junior of Greer, was
elected president of the Clemson student body in: elections
held last Monday.

Wright Bryan, who is today editor of The Atlanta Journal, has been elected president of the American Society of
Newspaper Editors.
Mr. Bryan, the son of Mr.
B. Bryan of Clemson, is a graduate of Clemson and a former editor
of The TIGER.
Mr. Bryan's election took place
at a Washington meeting of the
organization on Saturday, April
19. He advanced to the top post
of the nation's leading society of
editors after years of service to its
program of improving journalistic
standards. He was unopposed in
the election.

Will Speak

On the staff of The Journal
for more than twenty years,
Mr. Bryan has served as city
hall reporter, city editor, managing editor, and associate editor before accepting the position
of editor in August, 1945.
During World War II, he compiled a distinguished record as a
war correspondent. Mr. Bryan
gained nationwide fame with his
first hand radio account of the
Allied invasion of Normandy.
Serving as a correspondent for
The Journal and for the National
Broadcasting Company, he gave
the American people their first
account of the landing as he viewed it from an Air Force bomber.
Continuing to follow the movements of the Allied armies in Europe, Mr. Bryan was captured by
the Germans in September, 1944.
He was liberated in January, 1945.
A member of Sigma Delta Chi,
honorary national newspaper fraternity, he served in 1942 as chairman of the Georgia Press Institute.

Classes Make
Nominations

PAUL RUDOLPH

Minarets Will
Hold Annual
Juniors Begin
Signing Up For Banquet May 3
Paul Rudolph, who, at thirty-

Juniors will begin signing up
for tables for the Junior-Senior
Banquet tonight immediately
after supper. Signing up will
take place in the Student Government Room, located near the
Guard Room.
Seniors who have not already
signed up are urged to do so
immediately.
The fee for juniors, seniors
who have not attended before,
and seniors who will be attending their third such banquet,
is $3.00.

7 Senior Council
Members Elected

Former TIGER Editor Elected To

three, is one of the youngest wellknown architects in the Southeast,
will speak at the annual banquet
of The Minarets, honorary fraternity of the School of Architecture.
The banquet will be held May 3
at eight p. m. in the Saber Room
of the Clemson House. A prebanquet party will be held from
four to six in the afternoon.
Mr. Rudolph is a designer
partner of Ralph S. Twitchell of
Sarasota, Florida, with whom he
has been associated since 1940.
He received his Masters degree
in 1947 from Harvard School of
Design.
"Spatial on Construction Concepts in Modern Architecture" is
the topic of Mr. Rudolph's banquet
speech.
The banquet is open to all students in the School of Architecture.
Architects from the surrounding
area will also attend.
An informal social gathering
with Mr. Rudolph will be held
Friday, May 2, from seven to
ten p. m. in the Minaret club
room.
The purpose of the annual banquet is to acquaint architectural
students with architects of the surrounding area, to give the students
a chance to hear prominent outside speakers, and to honor graduating members of The Minarets.
Serving on the program committee for the banquet are: W. H.
Simmons, chairman, Bill Hughes,
David Sedberry, Carroll York,
Stuart Blume, and C. L. Bates.

J. W. Barton, mechanical
engineering junior of Atlanta, Georgia, and M. C. Branham, education junior of Columbia, were nominated for
the office of senior class president at the class officers
nominations held on Tuesday
night.
Running for the senior class
vice-presidency are L. T. Howard
and L. C. Butler.
B. I. Miller and H. W. Fletcher
were nominated for secretary of
the senior class.
Nominated for senior treasurer
were J. B. Cooper and S. W. Bookhart.
Eight men were nominated for
senior class representatives. They
are: R. T. Dunlap, D. L. Milling,
W. J. Rhodarmer, D. M. Carmichael, W. D. Hanahan, D. H. Bouchillon, J. A. Porter, and J. E.
Morrah.
Junior Class
Nominated for junior class offices were: president—S. C. Griffeth, S. J. Player, and R. L. Blackwell. Vice-president—P. B. Waters,
unopposed. Secretary—J. K. Willis
and J. T. Messer. Treasurer—H. N.
Padget and W. C. Cottingham.
Class representatives — R. M.
North, J. T. McCarter, I. S. Sims,
L. F. Neville, D. H. Spearman, J.
W. Williamson, O. D. Blackwell,
and F. R. Gressette.
Sophomore Class
Sophomore class nominations
are: president—W. W. Shealy, A.
T. Mitchell, and I. P. Montgomery.
Vice-president—D. D. Padgett, R.
M. Heriot, J. H. Hardee, and H.
F. Hunt. Secretary—G. U. Bennett,
R. A. Blair, and F. M. Dwight.
' Treasurer—J. B. Cooper, J. P.
Truluck, and C. O. McLendon.
Representatives—L. B. Thompson,
J. A. White, L. R. Brandon, L. J.
Turner, D. Morris, P. C. Trihey,
D. T. Hinson, W. E. Stafford, M.
K. Brandt, J. P. Lawsoh, E. R.'
Sanders, M. B. Alexander, C. E.
Kirby, and F. C. Derrick.
The election of these officers
will take place Tuesday, April 29.
The polls, which will be open from
8 a. m. to 6 p. m., will again be
located in front of the Post Office.

He defeated Patrick N. Wise,
mechanical engineering ' junior
of Vaucluse, by a vote of 820 to
328.
Bruce, who also served as president of his class during his freshman and sophomore years, succeeds Harry M. Lightsey, animal
husbandry senior of Columbia.

Gene Shuford (left) and Miles Bruce.

European Dairymen
Here For 5 Weeks
Twenty-nine Production Trainees
Here For Course Under LaMaster
A group of twenty-nine dairy production trainees representing five friendly European countries are at Clemson for
a five-weeks course. The course is under the supervision of
Professor J. P. LaMaster, head of the Clemson Dairy Department.
The project is sponsored by the
Mutual Security Agency program.
This dairy team, one of fourteen
such groups that are studying
various phases of American agriculture this year, came to Clemson because the college agreed to
give them a special dairy short
course.
The Europeans, composed of
ten trainees from Austria, six
from Yugoslavia, seven from
Germany, four from Norway,
and two from Belgium, are under the guidance of R. D. Steer,
extension cooperative marketing
specialist.
Interpreter for the group, which
is staying at fhe Clemson House,
is Miss Anne Staltenberg of Germany.
They arrived in Clemson Saturday and began classes Monday in
Long Agricultural Building. Monday morning at a brief ceremony
they were welcomed by Walter
Cox, assistant to Dr. R. F. Poole,
president of Clemson; Dr. H. P.
Cooper, director of the State Exj
periment Station and dean of the
school of agriculture; Director D.
W. Watkins of the Extension Service; and Mr. LaMaster.
The mornings will be devoted
to special instruction by members
of the dairy department and others,
and most of the afternoons will be
devoted to field trips on the
Clemson farms and in nearby
counties. They will study demonstrations and experiments on the
college farms.
R. D. Steer, extension service
cooperative marketing specialist
with headquarters at Greenwood, was loaned to the government as a technical consultant
in connection with the trainee
program.
He spent the past tw,o weeks
in Washington with the group,
and will remain with them at
Clemson and accompany them to
(Continued on Page 3)

will begin at 3 p. m. in the Textile Building and will feature a
discussion on "New Chemical
Finishing of Textiles," by D. D.
GagUardi, of the Warwick
Chemical Company.
R. H. Smith, of the High Point
Chemical Company, and chairman
of the Student Technical Contest
Committee, will preside over the
contest between students from
Clemson College, North Carolina
State College, and Georgia Tech,

who will present technical papers
in competition for a trip to the national meeting of the association
in Boston.
George McElroy, manager of the
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Plant at
Anderson, is to be the main speaker at the evening banquet, which
will be held at 7 p. m. in the
Saber Room of the Clemson House.
General chairman for the entire meeting is John S. Beattie,
of the Abbeville Mills Corpora-

tion, Abbeville. Officers of the
Piedmont section include J. C.
Whitt, of Cone Mills Corporation, Greensboro, N. C, vicechairman; M. M. McCann, Warwick Chemical Company, Burlington, N. C, secretary; and Arthur Thompson, Ciba Company,
Incorporated, Charlotte, N. C,
custodian.

Those elected to the Senior
Council were: James F. Callahan,
electrical engineering junior of Atlanta, Georgia, 797 votes; William
P. Creighton, textile chemistry
junior of McCormick, 870 votes:
Wilton J. Gibson, horticulture junior of Greer, 845 votes; and
Thomas E. Gioiosa, architecture
junior of Bethesda, Maryland, 755
votes.
Ateo, Robert D. Guyton, mechanical engineering junior of Pelzer, 819 votes; Joel P. Hudson, mechanical engineering junior of Dacatur, Georgia, 817 votes; Arthur
C. Hutson, pre-medicine junior of
Seabrook, 742 votes.
The total vote cast, 1148, was a
record for Clemson student body
elections.

32 June Graduates
Accept Commissions
Will Be Called To Duty In
Regular Army After Graduation
In addition to furnishing several hundred new reserve officers for the army this year, Clemson will graduate thirtytwo students in June who have accepted commissions as second lieutenants in°the regular army.
According to information released by Colonel Forrest E.
Cookson, commandant of cadets at Clemson, they will be
called to duty soon after graduation.
These graduates who expect to
make the army a lifetime career
were chosen for their outstanding
leadership qualities, definite aptitude for military service, high
moral character and participation
in campus activities.
Designated as Distinguished
Military Students in their junior year, they will leave Clemson as Distinguished Military
Graduates.
Regular army commissions will
be given in all six branches represented at Clemson: armor, engineers, infantry, ordnance, quartermaster and signal.
Those graduates accepting regular commissions in the infantry
are: James L. Allen, agronomy
major of Clio; Fred Bartlett, Jr.,
textile manufacturing major of
Spartanburg; Mills L. Fleming, Jr.,
arts and sciences major, of Spartanburg; John F. Hare, arts and
sciences major of Lake Wales, Fla.;
Sam J. Matthews, Jr., agronomy
major of Scranton; Richard R.
Simpson, textile manufacturing
major of Westminster; William A.

Piedmont Section Of Textile Chemists And
Colorists Will Hold Meeting Here Saturday
The Piedmont Section of the
American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorists will hold
its annual spring meeting at the
Clemson House on the Clemson
College campus on Saturday, April
26. Dr. Harley Y. Jennings, of
the Dan River Mills, Inc., Danville,
Va., will preside over the Research
Committee Meeting at 10 a. m. in
the Textile School.
An officer's luncheon will be
held at 1 p. m. in the Clemson
House. The technical session

Gene Shuford, textile manufacturing Junior of Forest City,
North Carolina, who was unop- .
posed in the nominations, automatically became vice-president
of the student body. He replaces
Robert R. Bell, industrial education senior of Pelxer.

Williams, of the General Dyestuff
Corporation; Lin ton Reynolds, of
the Riegel Textile Corporation;
Henry A. Rutherford, of the North
Carolina State College School of
Textiles; and Joseph Lindsay, Jr.,
of the Clemson College School of
Textiles.
Sectional committee members
are John S. Beattie; Wilford R.
Sargent, of Scholler Brothers, InAlso, Dr. Harley Y.J Jennings, corporated; Clarence Hooper, of
chairman of the Research Com- Burlington Mills; and Russell G.
mittee; and Councilors Sumner H. Lawrence, of Robm & Haas Co.

Stanaland, agronomy major of
Ash, N. C; Louis M. Stephens,
education major of Canton, N. C:
and David C. Mangum, animal
husbandry majpr of Spartanburg.
Ordnance: Oliver D. Brock, textile manufacturing major of Whitmire; Paul R. Osborne, textile
manufacturing major of Kingsport,
Tenn.; Norman R. Tice, textile
manufacturing major of Brooklyn,
N. Y.; and Lee H. Witt, Jr., textile manufacturing major of Swansea.
Engineers: Everett A. Butler, Jr.,
industrial education major of
Youngstown, Ohio; Palmer C. Davis, civil engineering major of
Greer; and Perry D. Tripp, civil
engineering major of Greenville.
Signal Corps: Dennis A.
Childs, Jr., textile manufacturing major of Spartanburg; Benjamin L. Nettles, electrical engineering major of Charleston;
Donald B. Salley, mechanical
engineering major of Saluda;
Bonny R. Stockman, textile
manufacturing major of Clemson; and Arthur A. Walsh, Jr.,
electrical engineering major of
West Englewood, N. J.
Quartermaster: John H. Dowling, textile manufacturing major
of Chester; Fredis C. Fore, vocational agriculture education major
of Mullins; George T. Hauser, textile manufacturing major of Caldwell, N. J.; James N. Littlejohn,
horticulture major of Sumter;
Prince F. Norton, textile manufacturing major of McColl; Richard L.
Shores textile manufacturing major of Spartanburg; and Fred G.
Sutherland, textile manufacturing
major of Spartanburg.
Armor: Luther W. Hampton, Jr.,
textile manufacturing major of
Clemson; John A. Simpson, dairy
major of Richburg; George E. Taylor, textile manufacturing major
of Newnan, Ga.; and Edwin M.
Grainger, agronomy major of
Nichols.
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If You Drive,Don't Drink,
Luck Won't Last Forever

Television May
Come To Clemson

At this time of year many of us are being selected to assume various responsibilities affecting our campus life in
1952-53. Several principles that follow here have come out
cf the experience of several generations of college students.

By Forrest E. Cookson, Jr.
TELEVISION AT CLEMSON
Just the other day the FCC announced that
Clemson had been given a television channel
for educational purposes. Under the rules
of the government there can be no advertising over those channels set aside for education. It seems to me that television at Clemson would really be a good thing, most of all
if we could get started before any of the educational channels in the South. Let us hope
that the South Carolina legislature will authorize expenditures for the construction of
a station for the use of the college.

We must keep in mind the chief objectives bringing us to
Clemson: occupational preparation, cultural enrichment, social development, philosophical orientation, and spiritual
maturation. Our curricular and extra-curricular activities
should be chosen with these objectives in mind. We should
select our organizations so that we will receive a balanced
"diet."
As a minimum, we ought to insist on average academic
standing for that standing is generally a valid indication of
our intellectual achievement—the extent of our occupational
preparation, especially, in most fields studied at Clemson.
We must select the extra-curricular organizations giving
us the greatest dividends for the time invested. By all means
we should participate in two different types of activities. We
ought to work for a balanced development as a person.
We should take on only as much as we can do well. It
is no credit to us, contributes little to our development, and
adds little to the college for us to do a job poorly or carelessly. What's worth doing is generally worth doing well.
We should try to avoid the same types of responsibility
in different organizations. We will get more and be able to
give more in the long run, if we diversify.
We must learn when to say "yes" and how to say "no."
And if we try to see the consequences of the "yes" and the
"no," it will be easier to know which is in order. And it is
necessary for us to be man enough to accept the consequences
of our decisions. And also man enough to acknowledge our
mistakes in judgment and action, and rectify them as much
as possible.
It is right that we should take care of ourselves—body, TALK OF TOWN
mmmmmm mmmm mmmmm
mind, and soul.
~
~
At Clemson it is hard to follow these lines of action—primarily because it isn't the custom. But on the whole, the
men who have achieved success here, and after, have followed such a course.

Engineers - Architects
Have Successful Fair
By "DOC" BAKER

Students Should Plan
College Activities
More than 52,000,000 motor vehicles traveled 455,000,000,000 miles in the United States last year. This is an all-time
record. But, all those cars, trucks, and busses rolling all
those miles killed 37,100 persons and injured nearly two million in 1951.
More than 11,400 drivers under 25 years of age were involved in fatal accidents and 416,000 more in personal injury
accidents. Men and women under 25 constitute about 15 per
pent of the total of all drivers. Yet they must accept the
Hame for more than 25 per cent of 1951's fatal accidents and
tfmost 21 per cent of the non-fatal accidents.
Week-ends in 1951, as in 1950, were the most dangerous
time of the week to drive. Starting with Tuesday, when only about 10 per cent of all accidents occur, the death and injury total rises steadily through Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. From Friday afternoon until the small hours of
Monday, America's streets and highways are a gory platform
for half of the week's casualties.
The carnage is greatest on Saturdays, and last year's Saturdays took a record-breaking toll. Compared with the last
day of every week in 1950, Saturdays irf 1951 saw seven per
cent more deaths and 13 per cent more injuries.
Why is Saturday so cruelly different? Part of the reason is simply that Saturday brings out more cars than any
week-day. But so does Sunday.
Saturday night is traditionally party night in America,
and too many Americans think they can handle intoxicants
and their cars with all their faculties. The staggering drunk,
bad as he is, is not the big problem. Drunks behind the
wheel are vastly outnumbered by the drivers whose two or
three or four drinks make them feel and look harmless. They
don't reel when they walk—but they kill when they drive.

Resolutions
RESOLUTIONS OF THE SENIOR CLASS OF CLEMSON
COLLEGE, CLASS OF 1952
1. Any property destroyed will result in expulsion.
2. Disorderly conduct in barracks or on campus will
bring expulsion. This includes downtown Clemson and
surrounding areas.
3. Men will be held personally responsible to the Senior Class for property damage.
4. Any tampering with college property or equipment
will bring expulsion.
5. Any underclassman taking part in any Senior Day
activities will be expelled.
6. The Senior Class accepts full responsibility for
planning Senior Day, for the conduct of all students, and
the punishment of any violators. In accepting this responsibility, the Senior Class alone will have the authority
to turn in violators.
7. Any act against the betterment of Senior Day and
not covered in the above regulations will result in expulsion.

ANOTHER SUCCESS
The week-end before Easter holidays will
be marked as a successful one at Clemson.
At this time the Architectural-Engineering
Fair opened with splendor and amazement
to Clemson's visitors from everywhere.
This event was started twenty years ago by
the Engineering and Architecture students.
Its purpose was depicting progress in these
fields. After walking through any of the exhibit buildings, there is little doubt but that
the boys were doing the same this year.
Nine different departments showed 101
displays. These projects were divided and
assigned to the eight chartered, professional societies and one non-chartered club.
(ASAE recently , organized a Clemson
chapter; member schools must be active
two years before they are chartered by
the national organization.)
As one of the spectators at this show, I
made it a point to observe certain exhibits
and the people's reactions to them. One of
the interests put on by the Electrical boys
was the wonders of a stroboscope.—Water
appeared to be running upward instead of
downward. Another apparatus rang bells if
anyone came too close to a five-dollar bill
which was placed on a table in plain view.
Around the corner, boys were playing
"sparklers" with a million volts of electricity.
Across the hall, lightning was striking a
house protected by lightning rods. There
were many other worthwhile pieces of equipment', but these are the ones that seemed to
have a special appeal at the time I toured
the building.
Upstairs, the modern art items and house
models were drawing the crowds. By eavesdropping, I learned the folks were trying
to interpret some of the artistic abstractions.
Among the articles put out by the prospective Mechanical Engineers, a suitcase that
refused to be carried in a straight line was
eye-catching.
Beside it, a diesel engine half-turned a
pulley in both directions. According to the
guide, it just "couldn't make up its mind."
Walking down the aisle, crowds saw ping
pong balls suspended and spun in mid-air
by a jet of water.
Probably the most puzzling item was a
ditty entitled "Water From Space." A spigot was suspended by wires; nothing else
was attached to the faucet; yet, a forceful
stream of water spouted from its mouth.
An almost constant mob surrounded this
"rain-maker" with gaping mouths and popping eyes. Some of them were really putting the pressure on "Blinky" Martin, the
demonstrator, trying to learn the secret. A
student chairman told me one bewildered
man telephoned Dr. Sams, head of the Engineering school, in the middle of the night
to find out how it worked. It seems the
caller couldn't believe his eyes and was
unable to sleep that night.
The Ceramics men attracted crowds with
Professor Bickelhaupt at the potter's wheeL
Also, the baking and glazing processes seem-

ed to have an eye-catching appeal. One of
the funniest non-professional happenings I
saw was in this part when a woman wearing
a heavy, purple veil wanted to get a closer
look at some vermiculite. Not wanting to
raise or remove the "net", she was going
through an ordeal trying to fit a pair of hornrimmed glasses through the veil's holes.
Of course, there were many, many other
items of equal value, but the aforementioned
ones were especially noticeable by the average visitor.
Any demonstration uses ateendance as a
"yardstick" to measure effectiveness, success and value. During the fifteen hours
the buildings were open, more than 5,000
people gazed at the sights offered to them.
This means that the demonstrators were
busy continuously.
Surely, all of Clemson is proud of the departments concerned and the magnificent job
they did in making this one of the most successful Architectural-Engineering fairs.
UNBECOMING
Monday afternoon, three softball games
were in progress on Bowman Field; yet, two
platoons insisted on holding special drills in
the middle of the playing field. Once, each
group was perched in right and left fields,
respectively. A third drill unit used Bowman
Field, but its leader was thoughtful enough
to practice under the trees near Tillman Hall
and out of the way.
I am of the opinion that if two softball
teams were to begin a game in the middle of
a parade or inspection, there would be no end
to the complaints, possibly no end to the orders to move on. Why doesn't the same hold
true when the shoe is on the other foot?
TOO MANY RENTALS
Every time a formal event takes place on
the campus, a few nearby merchants amass a
small fortune by renting proper attire to
Clemson students. This is all well and good
—it is not my contention to deprive establishments of their profits; however, I do say
let's save the troops money.
Probably the year's biggest event is the
annual Jr.-Sr. banquet and ball. Roughly,
I would estimate there are 700 students in
these two classes. I dare say that 600 of
them do not have formal clothing. Of
course, the formal-dress uniform could be
worn, but who likes to feel as if he were a
weed in a flower garden?
Dismissing the uniform angle, there are
two possible remedies. One would be to have
a banquet semi-official, sanctioning dark business suits. To add flavor to the week-end, a
costume ball could be held on one of the
nights. Many of the students can create a
costume cheaper than the. $7.50 they pay to
rent a tuxedo.
The other solution is for some service organization to take it upon themselves to be
rental agents. I don't think it would be
hard for them to get a franchise on Clemson's
demands. Even if they couldn't rent the
"monkey suits" any cheaper, the money
would at least remain at and benefit Clemson.

they are averaged together and become
part of the student's record. When you
finally graduate, the registrar has a cumulative record of all of your professors' opinions of you. Then when some one is
checking your record before giving you a
job, they can look at this record and find
out just what sort of fellow you will
probably be.
Perhaps some of us should remember this
in class and realize that we are being evaluated on more than just how much we can absorb from our teachers.

Such a station would open unlimited posMAIL AT CLEMSON
sibilities for the different schools to show
One of the most important things in a
Clemson man's life is the mail that he rethe people of the state the kind of things
that are learned at Clemson. It would also
ceives. I think everyone will agree with this.
be the perfect media for the adult educaNow every day as all freshmen will testify,
tion program. TV lectures by the different
they have to make numerous trips down to
schools could do much towards raising the
the P. O. to get their mail and the mail of
educational standards of this part of the
their upperclassmen. As everyone has difstate.
ferent box numbers nobody can check too
Right now there are some colleges that give many boxes at once. Now I think that I
academic programs over radio and television, have a way by which the mail for an entire
but as far as I know no school is as yet devot- company could be checked by one or two
ing an entire channel to college level educa- rats and save everyone the trouble of runtion. If Clemson could be the first to intro- ning down to the P. O.
duce such a program, we would serve a very,
Next time that you go to the P. O., look at
great need to the state and to the South as a the bottom layer of boxes. They are all
whole.
large boxes. Whom they belong to I do not
MID-SEMESTER REPORTS
know. But if each company could ge given
Once each year the registrar's office re- one of these boxes then one freshman could
ceives mid-semester reports on each student. get all the mail from one company at the
These are the well known pink and blue same time. This would also save the troops
slips. But our professors turn in another the money spent on box rent.
report on us which a lot of people do not
If the big boxes belong to departments and
know about. These reports rate each student schools then I think that these departments
on the following things:
and schools could use several small boxes
1. Character
rather than one large one. If this is impos2. Personal appearance
sible then I suggest that the P. O. officials
3. Technical ability (Juniors and Seniors get together with the college and give each
only)
company a large pigeon hole in the P. O.
4. Leadership (Juniors and Seniors only)
This would serve the same purpose as the
5. Class standing
boxes.
6. Native ability
It would be, of course^ a necessity that all
7. Earnestness
mail be addressed with the name and the
and some others like this.
cadet company. If this system could be
A student can be rated superior, average,
carried out then the whole mail problem
and inferior. As all these reports come in,
would certainly be simpler.

Letters To
Dear Tom,
Monday night of this week the
junior class sponsored the Variety
Show in the college chapel, featuring girls from Anderson and some
local talent. The show itself was
very good, and it was evident that
those participating had devoted
much of their time to make it a
good one.
These people deserve recognition,, and yet, this is almost impossible. Some students at Clemson still try to play the "grammar
school role" by sitting on the
front row and participating in the
show with undesired whistles and
yells. Such was the case last Monday. The only difference is that
these students are over grammar
school age and the show was not
a wild Western.
It is to be realized that some
people like to be heard more
than they like to listen, even
though what they have to say is
unrehearsed, undesired, and impolite. However, it seems that
these people could control themselves at such times as last
Monday night so others could
enjoy the preformance the way

Tom Clemson

it was intended.
Chances are that the Variety
Show will never make another appearance here at Clemson. If not,
maybe the students responsible
for all of that disturbance last
Monday will realize that it will
probably be because of them.
Maybe they will grow up some
day, and then when a preformance
is given here they will consider
the fact that they are not the only
ones the preformance was given
for.
Sincerely,
Charlie Long
Dear Tom,
Last spring^ when I made my
campaign for president of the Junior Class, I promised that we
would have one of the best JuniorSeniors possible this year. I think
that one of the first requirements
for a good one would be to charge
a reasonable price. So I started
looking around for a way of
raising money in a way that would
cause the least pain to everybody
concerned. So I hit upon the
idea of having the "Varieties"

The

show come over here from Anderson, and we were lucky enough
to be able to put in some of our
own local talent to make it even
better.
So this past Monday you had
the opportunity of seeing- one
of the best amateur musicals
that'has ever been to Clemson.
No one accepted any money for .
taking part in the program. We
all think that this was a fine
gesture of friendship from our
friends over in Anderson.
We would like to express our
appreciation to the members of
the cast; to our director, Miss Eleanor Cathcart; the accompanist,
Miss Mary McConnell; all the girls
from Anderson; and our own boys
here at Clemson; to Hampton
Furniture Company for the props;
and to everybody that worked on
committees.
But most of all, we would like
to thank you for coming, Tom, and
for helping make it such a success.
See you at the Junior-Senior.
Sincerely,
Thomas F. Eskew
President, the Junior Class
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Twenty-nine foreign officials, here for a five weeks course in dairy production are shown above with
representatives of Clemson College. Those in the picture are: front row, left to right—D. W. Watkins, director of the Extension Service; Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the School of Agriculture and director of the Experiment Station; Professor J. P. LaMaster, head of the Dairy Department; Ludwig
Eisenrieich, Germany; Johann Heinrich Linser, Austria; Michael Hofer, Austria.; R. D. Steer, extension cooperative marketing specialist and technical consultant; Viktor Gfellner, Austria; Hans Jetlund, Norway; and Erwin Walasek. Second row—Dr. Eugene Hecker, Germany; Vikter Josef
Rang, Austria; Miss Sofifa T Mikovic, Yugoslavia; Miss Anne Staltenberg, interpreter from Germany; Walter Obritzhauser, Austria; Dr. Hilaire Gaston Doorme, Belgium. Back row—Rudolph D.
Katalinic, Yugoslavia; Bogdan T. Sestan, Yugoslavia; Walter Kock, Austria; Gunnar Hadland, Norway; Franc F. Kervina, Yugoslavia, George Holder, Austria; Alfred Brockl, Germany; and Djordje
J. Zonji, Yugoslavia.

Newsbriefs FROM

EVERYWHERE

Eleazer Guest Speaker

Memorial Service

Seneca—J. M. Eleazer, Extension
Information Specialist of Clemson
College, was guest speaker of the
spring meeting of the Oconee
County Council of Farm Women
this afternoon at 2:00 p. m.
The meeting was held at the Oak
Grove school house.

Abbeville—A memorial to Captain James F. Coleman, a Clemson
graduate in the class of 1923, who
was reported as missing in action
in New Guinea in 1944, was erected on Easter Sunday at Melrose
Cemetery in Abbeville.
He offered his services as an
electrical engineer in the last
war. After a few months training, he was assigned to the Signal Corps and sent overseas.
In 1944 he disappeared on a
flight from Australia to New
Guinea. He was lost with twelve
other men and no trace of the
men or the airplane has ever been
found.

Wilson Baptist Veep
'uosrtAY 'V J8JS3U.3—uosaapuv
anirhal husbandry senior of Columbia was elected social vicepresident of the South Carolina
Baptist Student Council at the annual spring retreat held in Anderson?

Architects Hold 3-Day
Meet At Clemson House
Designers From 7
Colleges Here For
3-Day Confab
Architectural educators
from the Southeastern states
opened a three-day meeting
at the Clemson House last
Friday.

dance of Graduates". Buford L.
Pickens of Tulane presided.
Lunch was followed by group
conferences and tours of the Clemson campus and mills in the area.

History Club
Initiates 11
New Members

Colleges represented at the conference were Georgia Institute of
Technology, Alabama Polytechnic
Institute at Auburn, Tulane University, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, University of Florida,
North Carolina State College, and
Clemson.

Chapman Promoted
Mr. Wayne Chapman, an electrical engineering graduate < of the
Class of 1949 at Clemson, has been
made district engineer of the Duke
Power Company, with headquarters at Liberty. His territory includes Central, Clemson, and Six
Mile.

Evans Is Speaker

OSCAR SAYS
that the "leg" show was all right
Monday night. At least it was difthat he (oscar) hopes that
ferent.
"Footsie" Taylor will take some
—OSCAR SAYS—
post graduate work up here so he
that "Beauty" McClure and can play in these pretty politics
"Beast" Thompson sure do make a for a few more years.
cute (?) couple.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that "Footsie" has been running
that some of the boys around ever since he was a rat. He
here should get their horns cut (Footsie) just hasn't run far
off. Catch? See Oscar for further enough.
information and directions.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) hears that Cline
that Smalls is just like a ball is so small that he has to wear
rolling down hill when he is sing- taps on his heels so that you can
ing—easy to start but hard to stop. hear him coming down the hall.
—OSCAR SAYS—

First Edition Of
Devotional Book
Distributed Soon

Joe O'Cain, rising junior majoring in vocational agricultural
education, and Bill Favor, rising
junior majoring in arts and
sciences, will edit The Clemson
Tower. Both had experience in
journalism while in high school,
serving as editors of their school
newspapers.

LI. Cmdr. Warren To
Aid In Formation
Of Research Unit

The purpose of this new campus
publication is "to cultivate new
interest in religion and to create
more serious thinking on the part
of present-day college students."
Tentative plans are to publish
the booklet two or three times a
year. Circulation will be approximately 900.
The assistant staff is headed by
the three business managers, Edwin Nolley, Joe Lindsay, and William Byrd.
Other members of the new staff
consists of Lamar Neville, Jerry
Dempsey, and Jerry Hammett, in
charge of art and make-up; David
Townsend, Ronald North, Ed Andrews, and Jack Sherer, in charge
of features; Jack Brown, circulation director; and Jimmy Willis
and Bill Amick, circulation managers.

Now Private Club
Membership $3.00 Per Tear
—Dance Friday and Saturday
nights with best colored orchestra in land. Clemson vtudents
specially invited.

Below Fairgrounds
ANDERSON, S. C

—OSCAR SAYS—

that the boys had better be careful with their bottles next year or
the "big-bad" new Senior Council will nip them in the bud.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that there aren't many party
boys on the new Senior Council.
Looks like a bunch of missionaries
to him (oscar).

Students Attend
AIEE Meet In
New Orleans
Three Clemson students and two
faculty members attended the annual Southeastern Conference of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in New Orleans
April 16-19. Those representing
Clemson at the meeting were: Professor F. T. Tingley, councilor of
the local chapter; Professor H. V.
Poe, who served on the judging
committee for the student papers
presented; R. C. Dwight of Sumter, chairman of the local chapter;
J. D. Wolfe of Rock Hill; and W. G.
Morrison of Anderson.
Host school for the conference
was Tulane University.
Highlights of the week-end included a tour of the harbor facilities of New Orleans in a yacht,
the "Good Neighbor," a banquet
at Arnaud's, famous French restaurant, and a moonlight dance
aboard the luxurious river steamer
"President".

have the enjoyment of smoking.
In fact, I would rather smoke and
drink and make a C; furthermore,
I would rather smoke and drink
and neck and make a D.
Love,
Son
Dear Son:
I'll break your darn neck if
you flunk anything.

She: Honey, you don't mind if
I wear velvet instead of silk, do
you?
If a girl says she loves you
He: No, dear, I'll *lov« you
more than anyone else in the through thick or thin
world, she must have done a lot
Law professor at registration:
of experimenting.
So you're Pre-Legal, hugh.
Student: I'm the youngest in
Dear Son:
I just read in the paper that our family.
students who don't smoke make
A dumb girl is a dope.
better grades than those who do.
Please think about this.
A dope is a drug.
Doctors give drugs to relieve
Love,
Father
pain.
Dear Father:
Consequently,
A dumb girl is just what the
I would rather make a B and

doctor ordered.
Did you see In the g^per
where a fellow beat his wife to
death with a golf club?
No, how many strokes did it
take?
"Drink broke up my home."
"Couldn't you stop it?"
"No, the still exploded."

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling
. Lenox China
and
Many Other Nationally

See Us for Formal Attire for the dance

Advertised Quality

For The Best In Men's Wear

Lines.

IT'S ALWAYS

McLEES BROS.

BYERS MEN'S SHOP

JEWELERS

ANDERSON, S. C.

Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 406

welcome at one of the
South's finest university
shops.
Come in to shop or
just to look around.

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main Street
GREENVILLE

women put on men
...when men

. . . Open 24 Hours . . .
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

on

ARROW
SHIRTS

Try Our

4%'WvmA8rrwa4liW>
Until Bell Laboratories scientists design an electric mouth that can'
pucker, the human model is here to stay. But we have built a machine that
can imitate human vocal characteristics — from the slate-pencil squeal of a
girls' cheering section to the basso rumble in a men's dining hall.
Sound being a basic raw material of the Bell System, we have pioneered
in the science of speech. Measuring the properties of your voice leads to
better and cheaper ways to transmit it.
Keeping the world's best telephone system growing for our country is a
big and challenging job. There are opportunities for college men with the
right qualifications not only with Bell's corps of research scientists, but also
in engineering, operations, and administration, with the Bell Telephone
Companies and Western Electric, the System's manufacturing and supply unit

Steaks
Seafood
Chicken-

Your campus placement office will be glad to give you more information.

ARROW

»»-

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

By Rembert Stokes
With a hey and a ho, to Boscobel
go,
The cats with their Bee-Bop
glasses
Sounding on high the battle cry,
"To hell with books and classes!"
While spring is sprung, and
hearts are young
And loyal to the mission,
We're keeping intact and balling
the jack—
A helluva good tradition.
R. S.

Clemson men are always

put

Short Orders

Gags From Other College Rags

DAVENPORT'S

Bill & Hattie's Drive-ln Restaurant

.

L. P. LaMaster (second from right) accepts the gavel from J. Roy Cooper as the former was installed as president of the Clemson Fellowship Club at a dinner meeting Tuesday, April 22, at the Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church. Mr. LeMaster is head of the dairy department at Clemson. Other officers in the picture include: (left to right) newly-elected vice-president. Dr. H. J. Webb, dean of
the graduate school; retiring president, Mr. Cower, associate secretary of the Clemson YMCA;
Mr. LeMaster, newly elected secretary; and Dr. G. W Anderson, veterinarian for the experiment
station. The Clemson Fellowship Club is a local civic club interested in community projects. I*
is not affiliated with a national organization. (TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trimmier.)
^^^

This is what

COLLEGE GRILL

THE HOUSE
OF
BLUE LIGHTS

—OSCAR SAYS—

that "Combat" Jones even wears
his uniform when he gets home.
He sure does love it.

The first edition of Clemson's
devotional magazine—The Clemson Tower—will be distributed
shortly before Mother's Day.
The Sophomore YMCA Council
is sponsoring the publication,
which was originated from ideas
of members in an attempt to plan
the semester's project.

ALWAYS WELCOME
—at—
Anderson, S. C.

that he (oscar) wonders how
many of the campaign promises
will be kept this year. Not very
many.

Anderson—The Reverend Claude
Evans, pastor of the Clemson
Methodist Church, will be the
guest speaker at the evening Felolwship meeting of Trinity Methodist Church next Sunday.
The new booklet wil consist of
His topic will be the "Christian
editorial, short stories, poems,
Home."
short devotionals, and articles all
centered around the religious
Goodman Treasurer theme. It will consist mostly of
original material from students.
Myrtle Beach—John Goodman, Plans are to use several articles
assistant librarian at Clemson Col- written by teachers and alumni of
lege, was named treasurer of the Clemson. The staff which was
South Carolina Library Associa- selected recently is now securing
tion at the 31st. annual meeting original manuscripts.
held Saturday at Myrtle Beach.
The Clemson Tower will be apJ. Mitchell Reamer, member of proximately 8 inches by 6 inches
the Clemson library staff, was in size and will be mimeographed,
named to the American Library with a printed cover.
Association Council.
The editor stated that contributions from any interested
person will be appreciated. Any
material on the religious theme
is welcomed. The deadline for
these contributions is Wednesday, April 30. Material may be
sent to any member of the staff,
the Clemson Tower.

The History Club will hold initiation for new members on Thursday, May 24. New members to be
initiated at this time include W.
D. Anderson, J. W. Compton, C.
Lt. Cmdr. W. P. Warren from
R. Massey, E. W. Noel, J. G.^Same.
Also, R. J. Sobocinski, F. G. the Office of t Naval Research,
Scott, C. S. Gregory, M. C. Bran- Washington, D. C, will be on the
Friday night Sam T. Hurst of ham, C. A. Gibson, and C. S. campus to talk to all members of
Georgia Tech spoke on "The Simpson.
the Naval Reserve who are interPainter and Abstract Design."
The initiation will be held on ested in forming and affiliating
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of the third floor of the Agriculture with a Volunteer Naval Research
Clemson College, welcomed the Building.
Unit on the campus. Membership
delegates to the campus SaturThe next meeting of the club will be open to all ranks and rates
day morning.
will be held on May 1 at 6:45 p. m. of the Naval Reserve, and they
The Saturday morning session, Officers will be elected at this will assist in the programs according to their training and ability.
presided over by John H. Gates, time.
On Wednesday night 30
head of Clemson's Architecture
April at 7:30 p. m. Lt. Cmdr.
Department, included several talks.
Warren will talk to all interestJoseph L. Young of Clemson spoke Europeans
ed Reservists in Room 114,
on "Introducing the Student to the
(Continued from Page 1)
Profession of Architecture"; Rob- Wisconsin for a similar course Physics Building to give the information about the program
ert W. Tally of Auburn spoke on there.
The visitors are not dairymen. and the requirements of the
"The Relationship Between Design, Architectural History, and Most of them are college profes- program.
Affiliation with this proposed
Art Classes"; and Mervyn F. H. sors or researchers or connected
Roe of Tulane spoke on "Training with, commercial processing plants. Research Unit will enable the Rethe Student to Organize his De- All of them speak German and this servist to earn his satisfactory
is the common language for the year of federal service and thus
sign Problem".
be able to retire with pay after
Winfred M. Honour of Auburn class sessions.
For the benefit of the ones who he has accumulated twenty such
presided over the afternoon session, and the delegates heard talks do not understand English, Miss satisfactory years.
by John F. Pdulton of Virginia Staltenburg, the interpreter asTech on "What Provision Can Be signed to the group by the Mutual
WHEN IN ANDERSON
Made for Architectural Engineers Security Agency, translates into
in the Profession?"; and by F. B. German and speaks into a'microSTOP iT
Reeves and M. H. Smith of the phone connected to the headUniversity of Florida on "Intro- phones of'the trainees.
DO NUT
At the end of their course at
ducing the Student to Building
Clemson,
the
visitors
will
travel
DlNETTE
Technology".
to Madison, Wisconsin.
A reception and buffet Friday
North Main Street
Four days will be spent in Chievening was followed by a specago
visiting
the
national
headOwned and operated by Larry
cial presentation of the Clemson
Little Theater, a one-act play quarters of the meatpacking and
Stanley, former Clemson man.
dairy processing plants.' They will
entitled "Suppressed Desires".
return
to
Washington
on
June
12
DO-NUTS
SANDWICHES
Saturday morning's session included talks by Howard K. Men- before going back to their native
Open Until 2 A. M.
hinick of Georgia Tech on "Urban countries.
Planning"; Henry L. Kamphoefer
of North Carolina State on "The
Architectural Teacher's Outside
Practice"; and by Clinton H. Cowgill of Virginia Tech on "The
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
School's Responsibility for GuiCLEMSON MEN
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Clemson Splits With The Citadel, 5-8 And 14-4
Knoebel and Morris Lead Tigers
At The Plate; Saylors Pitches
After losing Friday's game, 8-5, to The Citadel, the Clemson Tigers came roaring back to cop Saturday's contest, 14-4,
to gain a split in the two-game series.

By Harold Owen

PACK, TAR HEELS TO INVADE TIGERTOWN
Coach Smith's Tiger nine should have their hands full
this weekend when they engage two strong Tarheel teams,
North Carolina and North Carolina State.
The Bengals looked better than they have all season
against The Citadel* and perhaps that game could mark the
beginning of a winning streak for the Tigers.
Both the visiting teams boast rather strong outfits and
both have better than .500 average in the games they have
played this season.
Bobby Saylors still looks to be the best hurler for
the Tigers as his pitching effort against the Cadets Saturday seems to bear out.
As was expected, Knobby Knoebel is the team's leading
hitter. Third baseman Wyman Morris is also giving the Tigers a lot of punch at the plate.
TRACK TEAM WINS MILLIGANS RELAYS
Though the competition was a little stiffer this year the
Tiger track team copped the Milligan relay for the second
year in a row with four points to spare.
The Tigers managed to take first place in the meet, taking first, second and third in the high jump and the discus.
Big Dreher Gaskins was top man for the Tigers this
year as he tied for first place in the high jump, placed
second in the shotput and second in the discus.
But even though the Tigers won, it was still a far cry
from the team's performance last year when they set seven
new records and completely outdistanced the other teams in
the meet.
JV NINE HAS GOOD RECORD
The junior varsity baseball nine is showing up'the varsity
team this year as far as won-lost records are concerned. Thus
far the Cubs are holding a record of six wins and two losses.
The next encounter for the Cubs will be at Calhoun Falls
against the Clippers there tomorrow afternoon.
Coach Birddog Hughes is very pleased with his team this
year, both with their record this year and the spirit and hustle they have shown on the diamond.
Second baseman Don Shane is the club's leading hitter,
with his average hovering around the .500 mark. Farrell
Owens has shown up thus far as the team's outstanding
hurler. He has pitched a one-hitter and a two-hitter in
games this season.
Three freshmen have also looked exceptionally good
in play thus far, centerfielder Gray, rightfielder Howard,
and catcher O'Quinn. They all appear to be varsity material next year. Ballard has also looked great at his
first base position.
The JV's must be a fast group of boys. In the last three
games they have stolen 33 bases which should.be some sort of
a record.
SAYLORS, O'DELL LEADING HURLERS
Bill O'Del has been the hardest working Tiger pitcher
this season, having worked in 31 innings. O'Dell is also the
leader in strikeouts with 44 and boasts the best earned record
on the team. He has won two and lost two.
Bobby Saylors, the Greenwood soph, is the only undefeated hurler among those who have pitched over 10 innings. He has won one and has no setbacks. But Saylors
has the dubious distinction.of throwing the most home run
balls with four being blasted while he was on the mound.
The pitching statistics are as follows:
Pitcher
IP SO H BB R ER 2B 3B HR w L
Baker
19 9 31 10 21 9 8 0
1 0 2
12-4 10 18 13 16 6 1 3 1 0 3
Crosland
31-2 2 1 5 2 1 1
Dempsey
0 0 0 1
Hall
1 0 0
71-3 4 7 8 6 4 0 1
Hicks
1 2
24 2-3 7 35 4 25 14 10 0 1
O'Dell
1 2 2 2
31 44 30 17 27 9 1
Saylors
18 2-3 14 19 6 13 10 7 3 4 1 0
Stehmeyer
51-3 6 2 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

The win Saturday broke an ex3 2 2 2
tended losing streak for the Tigers. Coker, 2b
They now have a record of four
36 5 9 11
wins and 10 losses for the season. Totals
a-grounded out for Baker in the
FIRST GAME
8th.
The Tigers got off to a great
E-Rierson 2, Murray, Coker,
start by punching across two runs Morris. RBI—Chapman 2, Denny
in the initial frame but the Ca- 2, Willcox, Rierson 2, Gaines 2,
dets tied it up in the second and Morris. 2B—Long, Rierson 2, Willthen went ahead 4-2 with two cox, Evans. HR-Chapman, Mormore tallies in the fourth inning. ris.
Winner—Williams. Loser—
The Citadel put the game on ice Hicks.
with four runs in the sixth. Allen
SECOND GAME
started the rally with a single. Citadel
AB R H A
Long then doubled and Denny Blanton, If
5 0 0 0
singled to tally both of them. Rier- Bemry, 2b .__ _
4 0 1 0
son doubled after Willcox had Wilcox, cf
4 0 0 0
banged a two-baser to push across Rirson, 3b
_ 2 1 1 2
two more runs. That was all for Strange, lb;
3 0 0 0
Tiger starter Hicks, but Roger Ba- Williams, p
___. 0 0,0 1
ker got Strange and Chapman on Gvarr, p
(TO 0 0
infield taps that finished the scor- Brooks, p
_■
0 0 0 1
ing for that inning.
Chapman, p, rf
3 2 2 1
1 0 0 0
The Tisrers rallied for two Brega, rf
1 0 1 1
runs in the bottom of the sixth Walker, c.
Allen,
c
2 0 1 2
and Wyman Morris hit a round
1 0 1 0
tripper in the ninth but The Cit- Proctor, lb
4 0 0 0
adel still had enough runs to Long, ss
a-Falen
_1
1 1 0
take the 8-5 victory.
SECOND GAME
The Tigers found their batting
eye in the second game and lead
by Knobby Knoebel who clouted a
grand slam homer in the fourth
blasted The' Citadel, 14-4, Saturday afternoon.
Knobby's wallop erased a one
run lead that the Cadets had
held to that time. if^V
knocked in six runs with his
homer an da two bagger.
The Tigers scored two runs in
the seventh and then sewed up the
game with an eight run surge in
the eighth frame. Roy Coker's
three run homer was the big blow
of the inning.
Chapman's homer added one
more run to the Cadet total and
they added two more in the ninth.
Bobbie Saylors gained credit for
the win, his first of the season,
by neatly scattering eight hits
along the route.
AB R H A
Citadel
5 0 0 0
Blanton, If
Denny, 2b
5 1 2 1
Willcox, cf
4 1 1 0
Rierson, 3b
4 0 3 4
Strange, lb
5 1 0 0
Chapman, rf
4 2 1 0
Williams, p
3 0 1 0
Brooks, p
2 0 0 0
Morrell, c _ _ — 3 2 2 1
Allen, c
— 0 0 0 0
Long, ss
5 1 3 2
Totals

40

8 13

Clemson
AB R H
Murray, lb
5 0 1
Morris, 3b _:
_ 4 1 1
Knoebel, cf
4 1 0
Gaines, rf — _
5 02
Thompson, If
:
3 0 1
Evans, ss J
4 0 1
Hildebrande, c
5 0 0
Hicks, p
1 0 0
Baker, pZ
1 1 1
a-Kingsmore
1 0 0
Dempsey, p
0 0 0

Totals
31 4 8
a—doubled for Brooks in 8th.
Clemson
Murray, lb
Coker, 2b
Gaines, rf
Morris, 3b
Kingsmore, If
Knoebel, cf
Evans, ss
Hildebrande, c
Saylors, p

_
_
_
_
__
_
_
__
__

8

AB R,H A
5
4
4
2
4
3
4
5 > 0
4 1

Totals
35 14 11 12
E—Long, Rierson 2, Walker 2,
Evans, Hilderbrande, Coker. RBI
—Chapman 2, Walker, Knoebel 6,
Coker 3, Evans 2, Hilderbrande 2.
2B — Allen, Denny, Chapman,
Knoebel, Kingsmore, Ebans, Hildebrande. 3B—Rierson, Walker.
HR—Chapman, Knoebel, Coker.
SB—Coker, Knoebel, Hildebrande.
Left—Citadel 5, Clemson 7. BB—
Chapman 7, Williams, Gvarr 2,
Saylors 2. SO—Chapman 8, Saylors 9. Hits-—off Chapman 4 in
6 2-3 innings, Williams 3 in 1,
Gvarr 3 in 0, Brooks 1 in 1-3; Saylors 8 in 9.
Winner—Saylors.
Loser — Chapman. Umps—Humphries and Cox.

Camera Club Holds
Special Meeting;

7

Discuss Field Trip

A
0
3
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0

The Clemson Camera Club held
a special meeting at 7:30* p. m.,
April 22, for the purpose of discussing a field trip which the club
is to take on Sunday, May 4. The
group will meet at the swimming
pool in Cleveland Park, Greenville, at 10:00 a. m. All members
going on the field trip are requested to leave their names at
room 3-226.
Plans for the Camera Club

Clemson Cindermen Win Milligan Relays
The Clemson track team won the
Milligan Relays with a total of
88 points, while Tennessee Tech
was close behind for second place
with 84 points. The other teams
in the meet were Eastern Tennessee Teachers, Milligan, Lee McRae,
and Bryan. Last year's Clemson
team broke several records and
literally ran away with the meet,
but this year's squad found T. P. I.

a little rough.
The only news available for the
summary of the meet was the
places that the Clemson team
made in each event.
Summary: The number in parenthesis indicates the place each
man had in the event.
100 yard dash—(2) Freret
120 yard hurdles—(2) Richardson, (3) Slattery

GREENVILLE

The "Clemson cindermen will be
on home grounds for the last time
this season when they take on
Presbyterian here Saturday afternoon. The meet will start at
In a return match with the Uni- 2:30.
versity of South Carolina, the
The meet should be the toughest
Clemson College tennis team deof the season for the Bengals. PC
feated the Carolina netmen, 7-2,
beat South Carolina when the two
for their sixth consecutive win.
teams met this year.
The Tigers had previously deBut the Tigers hopes were
feated the Birds in Columbia last
Monday.
brightened this week by the reResults:
turn of Jimmy Wells in the 100
and 220 events. This will be the
Draper (C) defeated Poore, 6-1,
6-3.
first meet that Jimmy had been
Asnip (C) defeated Potter, 6-0,
8-6.
fice by Friday, May 9, at 4:30 p.
Trapp (C) beat McCredie, 6-0,
m. If any member turns in more
6-0.
than
one print he is requested to
Moxley (C) defeated Seamen, 6-3,
place his numerical choice on the
6-0.
Coleman (C) defeated Wilder, back of the print. Prints will be
6-3, 6-4.
placed on standard mounting.
Seaborn (C) defeated Bones,
6-1, 3-6, 6-2.
Draper and Trapp (C) defeated
Potter and McCredie, 6-0, 6-1.
Poore and Bones (SC) beat
Stokes and Seaborn, 4-6, 6-2, 8-6.
Watts and Martin (SC) defe.ated
Kinsey and Owen, 3-6, 6-3, 8-6.
display for Mother's Day were
also discussed at this meeting.
The display will be mounted on
the bulletin board in the lobby
of Tillman Hall.
Prints to be included in the display must be turned in to Sgt.
Rimmer in the Commandant's of-

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

ready to run. Coach Norman also said that he will also run
Buck George in the 220. Buck
put on a great preformance in
the mile relay in the Milligan
meet last Saturday.

Though PC is lacking in depth
they have a few men .who rank
with the best in the state. Jordan
is perhaps the best 100 and 220
runner in the State and Home
throws the shot and discuss exceptionally well.

Washington Alumni

Harry M. Lightsey, of Columbia,
President of the student body; L.
M. Stephens of Canton, N. C,
Cadet Colonel; Bill Shuler, Chaplain of the Cadet Corps, of Sumter^
and John Stanley, of Conway,
President of the 'Y', have been inOne of the best races in the meet vited to accompany Mr. Holtzenwill be between Ronny Richard- dorff and have part on the proson and PC's Watts in the hurdles. gram of the Washington Alumni.

TIGER TAVERN
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Hours: 9 a. m. Til Midnight
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
Will Be Open Late For All Dances

Be hW-GO LUCKY!
■ wonder rf my S^st.

In a cigarette, taste
.. .

makes the difference—

HALE'S

and Luckies taste better!

Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society

Brooklyn Co***

The difference between "just smoking" and
really enjoying your smoke is the fasre of a
cigarette. You can fasre the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky ... for two important reasons. First,
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
... fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
Luckies are made to taste better... proved bestmade of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better!
Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!

LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

if

TUSSY CREAM DEODORANT

t know J^J^Mest Wend

f

i Check* peroration moisture
SOUTH CAROLINA

big $1 jar...

£fl£

now only QHjr

STONE BROTHERS
108 N. Main Street
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
Greenville
South Carolina

odor'Ssperspiration^ure.
Safe V normal Am-fflBiiMt
fabrics. Stays creamy-8ott
do*n to the bottom of the jar.

jSE&s*

./

For Good Eating

V$MfT-hctystriY&

ANYTIME

jAeans fine Tobacco

• Clemson Cafeteria
Y. M. C. A. Building

*"

Clemson, S. C.

SOUTHERN STYLE HOME COOKING

c *

Western Steaks - Guaranteed to Please
Quick Service

y*w****«.

Reasonable Prices

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

Open to Public
7 A.M.

Discus—(1) Evans, (2) Gaskins,
(3) Rivers
Javelin—(2) Freudenberger, (8)
Evans, (4) Odom
440 relay—(2) (Whitten, Wells,
Joye, Freret)
880 relay—(2) (Whitten, Shearer, Joye, Freret)
Sprint medlay—(1) (Buck, Sanders, Doar, Cason)
Mile relay—(1) (Buck, Lorelle,
Doar, George)

Tennis Team Defeats Tiger Cindermen Meet PC Saturday
Carolina Here, 7-2
Clemson Men Invited
For Seventh Win
To Present Program

^Instantly stops perspiration odor
—Engineers—

440 yard dash—(2) George, (3)
Lorelle, (4) Buck
1 mile run—(1) Cason
220 yard hurdles—(3) Richardson and Radcliff (tie)
High jump—(1) Gaskins, Mitchell, and Slattery (tie)
Broad jump—(4) Shearer
Pole vault — (2) Folger, (3)
Fain, (4) Cochrane
Shot put—(2) Gaskins, (3) Radcliff

10 P.M.

G *

« *•

T "t

%. *

LS/*"^-

"

'£&AtftXVWW*f''

euc»
»a©Bi»cr*©»<
AMtRiCA'S.UADINO,MANOFACTVRER.OF.CIGABETTES

<m■zxg^.

.

A the V»nV*wer« fee*
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Tigers To Meet N. C. And N. C. State This Week-End
Clemson JV's Rip LaFrance And
Greenville For Wins Five And Six

MEET TOUR TEAM

The Tigers now have a record
of 4 wins against 10 losses. In a
two game series with The Citadel
last week-end, the Bengals dropped the first one by the score of
8-5 and won the Saturday afternoon game by the score of 14-4.

Clemson's 1952 Tennis Team

Roy Coker

By Carroll Moore
Clemson's Tiger baseball team will play host to two
One of the most improved ballNorth Carolina teams here this week-end when they meet players
on this year's Tiger base. the University of North Carolina here Friday afternoon at 3 ball squad is Roy Coker, the Bengal's big-little second baseman.
o'clock and the N. C. State Wolfpack Saturday afternoon.

defensive men on the Bengal's
squad.
Besides being recognized as a
star defensive man, Roy ranks
among the top three in the ClemThis is Roy's first season on the son offensive as he has appeared
The Clemson junior varsity won
at the plate 47 times and has colits fifth and sixth game of the
lected 18 hits for a batting aver,season by defeating LaFrance,
age of .375. In the Citadel game
10-1, last Saturday and taking
last Saturday, Roy hit a homer
in the bottom of the eighth inning
Greenville high school, 9-0, last
with two men on base to put the
Monday. The Cubs have lost two
Tigers ahead by the score of 9-4.
contests thus far this season.
Roy stated that the team has
. The Baby Bengals' next engotten off to a slow start, but he
I counter will be with Calhoun Falls
Robert D. Suber, Jr., rising junbelieves that they were now betomorrow afternoon at Calhoun ior majoring in agricultural enginning to work together as a team
Falls.
gineering from Orangeburg, was
and should end the season with a
Caach "Birddoy" Hughes was re-elected president of the Tribetter record than the fans think.
very pleased with the appearance County-Clemson Club last ThursHe added, "We have really got
of Cubs and said he thought that day night, April 17, at a special
a swell bunch of boys on this
they played their best games this meeting held in the YMCA club
year's team as well as some very
' season.
room number 2.
good baseball prospects for the
Results of the two games:
The members of the Triyears to come."
County Club are students from
Coach Bob Smith said that Roy's
Orangeburg, Calhoun, and BamCLEMSON-LAFRANCE
hitting ability and excellent fieldberg
Counties.
LaFrance
AB R H
ing have made him one of the
Other officers elected were as
.Meeks, ss
4 0 0
most valuable men on this season's
'Addis, lf_,
3 0 0 follows: Carl Francis Martin, sophsquad.
Holcombe, p-lb
3 0 0 omore from Elloree, vice-presjHawkins, lb-p
3 0 0 dent; Dalton Judy, junior from
Williams, c
2 0 0 Orangeburg, secretary; Jackie
"Harrison, cf
3 0 0 Sanders, sophomore from Cordova,
Landrith, 3b
u 1 1 0 treasurer; and Joe O'Cain, sophoBy Bill Burnett
Hunnicutt, 2b
3 0 2 more from Orangeburg, reporter.
Each year the club sponsors one
Foster, rf __ ,
1 0 0
One of the players making a
Leland R. Cannon, Class of 1950,
Simpson, rf
2 0 0 formal dance. Last year the Triname for himself on this year's of Anderson was fatally injured
County'Club had a dance at the
baseball nine is a little third early Tuesday morning when his
Totals
25 1 2 Orangeburg Armory at which the
baseman from Olanta.
car ran into an embankment at the
Clemson Jungaleers furnished the
Wyman played three sports, junction of two highways three
Clemson
AB R H music.
football, basketball, and baseball miles from- Timmonsville. He
Shane, 2b
2 0, 0
in high school for four years, two died in an ambulance enroute to
Shawn, 2b
1 1 1
years at Olanta and two at SherMcLeod Infirmary at Florence.
Parker, If
2 1 0
wood, S. C. During his senior
Mr. Cannon was a veteran of
Howard, If
2 0 0
varsity nine, and if he continues to year he captained the baseball, World War II, a member of the
Eskew, lb
3 1 2
play the calibre of ball that he has football, and basketball teams. On American Legion, and of the
Ballard, lb
1 0 0
in the first part of this season, he the football field he played left Moose Lodge in Anderson. He
O'Quinn, c
3 1 2
should prove to be the main spark half, he played guard on the bas- was salesman and assistant manaSheally, 3b
.
2 1 1
in the Tiger line-up for the next ketball team, and played third ger of the Anderson Specialty
Galloway, rf
1 0 0
base, catcher, and pitcher on the
two seasons.
Company.
Shown, rf
3 2 2
Roy entered Clemson in Septem- baseball team.
Funeral services were held WedSmith, 3b
2 1 0
The
Arts
and
Sciences
sophober,
1950,,
from
Taylors
High
The Department of English at
Hinson, ss
. 3 0 3 Clemson has announced that the School where he lettered in two more's batting average for four nesday afternoon in Anderson.
Pridmore, ss
1 0 1 final elimination for the Trustees' major sports, baseball and basket- years of high school play was .420,
Williby, p
1 0 0 Medal will be held in the Chem- ball. Roy played short-stop on and his average his senior year at nickname in a joking way, but
Owens, p
3 1 1 istry Lecture Room on Monday, the high school baseball squad and Sherwood was an even .500. In many of the fans have picked
Anderson, p
0 0 0 April 28, at 7 p. m.
led the team in hitting his junior the three years that Morris played it up and the way he has been
Abbott, cf
2 1 0
American Legion baseball he bat- hitting the ball lately, the name
An elimination to narrow the and senior years.
'Gray, cf
2 0 0 final contest to the five best canHis junior season, he hit .390. ted .365, and while playing with seems to fit him perfectly. He
didates was scheduled to have During Boy's final year in high Hemingway of the Coastal League has three home runs to his
Totals
34 10 13 been arranged after all entries school baseball he hit an amaz- last summer he batted a high .409. credit so far, and one of these
was a grand slam.
were made. These finalists will ing .523 for the season. This
So far this year for the Tigers,
CLEMSOX-GREENTILLE HIGH deliver their speeches before the outstanding batting average and
Wyman has been a big man at
He said that this year's team
Greenville High
AB R H assembled sections of English 301, his excellent fielding cbility
the plate, hitting in the clutches had some excellent ballplayers on
Public
Speaking,
on
April
28,
and
Stewart, 2b
4 0 1
placed him on the C Glass Allwith an average around .380. it, but with the lack of experience
Carter, 3b
4 0 1 classes in English 301 will be sus- State team.
He and Knobby Knoebel seem to of playing together has handiBarber, rf
3 0 0 pended on Friday and Saturday,
Roy stands only 5' 8" and weighs be battling it out for an RBI capped it some. He also said
Dean, If
4 0 1 May 2 and 3.
150 pounds. His agility and smooth record on the Clemson team and that Clemson should have an exCohen, lb
4 0 0
Students in English 301 have maneuvering ability are the key both of these players are among tra good team next year because
Sargeant, cf
4 0 0 been notified that they are ex- to his excellent fielding. Fans the leaders in the conference. the boys will have more experiWilson, c
2 0 0 pected to be present and that who saw the Clemson-Citadel Morris plays his third base posi- ence of college ball and playing
Adams, c_
2 0 0 attendance will be checked.
game here Saturday saw Roy tion in an excellent manner and together. The only ones that will
Reynolds, ss
2 0 0
The Trustees' Medal, given since make two almost impossible field- plays it cool in the tight spots. be lost through graduation are
Terrell, p
4 0 0 the earliest days of the college to ing plays as he came over from his His hustling and his ability to Baker, Knoebel, and Evans. The
the best speaker in the competi- second base position to field the play has brought him into the rest <$£ this year's team is made
Totals
33 0 3 tion, is the oldest and one of the ball back of first base and go eyes of all of the Tiger support- up mostly of sophomores and
most distinguished awards offered on to throw the runner out. Field- ers and many of them are be- freshmen. He said that he thought
Clemson
AB R H by the college.
ing gems such as these have made ginning to call him "Slugger" the team was doing fine with
Shown, 2b
.
1 0 0
Roy one of the most dependable Morris. His friends started this nearly all rookies in the lineup.
Shane, 2b
4 1 1
Abbott, cf
2 0 2
Grey, cf
•_"_'_ 0 2 0
Parker, If
2 0 0
Howard, If
1 2 0
Pressley, lb
1 1 1
Ballard, lb
4 2 1
Maloney, c
0-1 0
O'Quinn, c
,
1 0 1
Hinson, 3b
1 0 0
Professor Joseph Lindsay, head
Smith, 3b
4 0 2 of the textile chemistry and dyeShealy, ss
1 0 1 ing department of the Clemson
Pridmore, ss
2 0 0 school of textiles, attended meetShown, rf
2 1 2 ings of the National Council of
Galloway, rf
1 0 0 the American Association of TexHawkins, p_
4 0 1 tile Colorists and Chemists and
Gentry, p .
^_0 0 0 its general research committee
Anderson, p
0 0 0 which were held in New York City
last week-end.
'Totals
31 10 12
Professor Lindsay is a councilor
for the Piedmont Section of the
Association which is holding its
annual spring meeting at the
Clemson House this week-end. The
American Association of Textile
Colorists and Chemists is comGET THE SMALL ONES . . .
posed of members from education
and industry.

The University of N. C. Tar
Heels headed by Coach Bonn
Hearn, will bring bis strong
squad here to Clemson with an
array of players from last season's VNC team with plenty of
experience behind them. They
are lacking in depth bat have »
good first team.

Suber Re-elected
President Of

Tri-County Club

Wyman Morris

Nelmen Beat
Former Clemson Man Tiger
Tennis And Golf Are
Furman Second Time
Killed In Aulo (rash Here Tuesday, 5 - 4 Leading Competition

Competition For
Trustee Medal
Held April 28

Lindsay Attends

Textile Meetings

In New York City

Animal Husbandry
Judging Contest
Is Announced

The Animal Husbandry Judging
Contest is now open to any student majoring in agriculture who
has not had Animal Husbandry
306 and is not trying out for sen. ior judging team.
Those trying out will practice
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 4:00. All students interested will meet in front of Dairy
Building.
Awards will be given to winners
at banquet given for all members
ol the contest.

Complete Stock of Athletic

GET ALL OF YOUR BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES

The Clemson netmen defeated
Furman here, 5-4, Tuesday afternoon for their eighth win in a
row. It was the Tigers second
conquest of Furman.
Results:
Roberts (F) defeated Draper,
6-4, 6-3.
Maddox (F) defeated Asnip,
9-7, 2-6, 7-5.
Trapp (C) defeated Ransbotham,
8-6, 3-6, 6-3.
Moxley (C) defeated Rogers,
6-l„ 6-0.
Coleman (C) beat Riddick, 6-3,
6-4.
Miller (C) defeated HoweU, 6-1,
6-4.
Roberts and Ransbotham (F)
defeated Draper and Seaborn, 6-4,
2-6, 6-1.
Maddox and Rogers (F) defeated Asnip and Moxley, 6-1, 6-4.
Coleman and Langford (C) beat
Riddick and Howell, 6-3, 6-4.
Morris has two more years and
should prove to be. one of the
greater players who has been at
Clemson in a good while. He
plays his heart out to win a game
and he likes to win, but he is also
a good loser and an excellent
sport. Coach Smith said that Morris was a great help to the team
while playing the previously weak
hot corner spert. Now Clemson
fans will not have to worry about
finding a good third baseman for
the next two years anyway.

SUITS, SLACKS
AND SHIRTS
made to your measurealso make suits and slacks
from your material.

Richardson
Tailoring Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Clemson Theatre

24 College Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

TRY OUR NEW DU PONT

SPRAY GLAZE
Protects and Beautifies Your Car Finish

SKELTON SERVICE STATION
FRANCIS H. M. NEW
P.O. BOX 1083

GREENVILLE, S. C.
Representing

DIAMONDS
We pledge to the cadets of this school the finest quality
of diamonds for the most reasonable amount
1-2 carat .. .. $300.00 42 points .. .. $250.00
1-4 carat .. .. $150.00 15 points .. .. $ 90.00
7 points $40.00, Federal tax included

RIGGS & LOMBARD, Inc.

Clemson Jewelers

Textile Machinery

The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler

SENECA

WHITE
DINNER
JACKETS
Rent Yours Now
We have all
formal wear
accessories
in stock

ESQUIRE
Shops For Men
Greenville

Clemson

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.
HOKE SLOAN says .. .
No guess work on Palm Beach white dinner coats. Nationally advertised at $25.95. They are the best.
PALM BEACH SUITS
$29.95
$8.95 to $10.95
PALM BEACH SLACKS

CAtL-WUR SHOT...

OUT-WHERS
"VOOWANT
IT TO BE.
MOKEOFTEK
THAN NOT
WITH THE

PEPEtffcABLS

DOT

Late Show Sat.
Feature will begin at 10:30.
Box office will open at 10.

RAWLINGS - WILSON

COLLEGE AVENUE

With the rain and baseball
games on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays the Softball league has
been cut short on games. Next
week, however, presents a full
schedule and then the playoffs
will begin. A-4 is the only team
in group I that has a perfect record with three wins and no defeats. The Faculty is leading
group II, while the Block C club
is leading group III, and C-l is the
leader of group IV. After next
week's schedule games, the winners of these groups will begin
to play for the championship.

SHOP

With Don Dailey as the Great
Diz! Joanne Dru as the gal
who caught his Sunday pitch.
Behind-the-headlines story of
the crazily wonderful, lovable,
laughable DIZZY DEAN!

A Place In the Sun

Sporting Goods

Those who signed up for the
golf tournament are to play 18
holes and turn in their score
card to Mr. Cooper. Drawings
for flights will be made around
May 1st and the tournament will
be match play.

:N*
CLEMSON

Pride of St. Louis

With Liz Taylor, Montgomery
Clift, Shelley Winters.

THE CLEMSON BOOK STORE

Schedules are out this week for
Intramural tennis. Playtfrs are requested to play opponents as scheduled and report the score to Mr.
Cooper. Each player will be scheduled against a different opponent next week, and then the drawings for the tournament will be
posted.

iBBOttS"

Friday, Saturday—25 & 26

Equipment

DELANEY'S

In Intramurals

Second baseman Mark Herring
heads the offense for the Tar Heels
for the secondj, season in succession. Another one of their stara
is Captain Ben Smith, first sacker
for the Tar Heels. Dick Wiess,
veteran catcher for the North
Carolina team will also add power
to the visiting squad.
Coach Bob Smith, Clemson
mentor, stated that he expected to
start Robby Saylors on the mound
for Friday's game. The starting
pitcher for Saturday's game is
still undecided but will probably
be between J. C. Hicks, Roger
Baker, or Charlie Hall.

Monday • Tuesday

Rose of Cimarron
Jack Buetel
Merle Powers
A wildcat of a woman sworn
to vengeance . . . living by the
sixgun . . . hunting the man
she must kill!
Wednesday - Thursday

Carbine Williams
James Stewart, Jean Hagen,
Wendell Corey
The true story of North Carolina's gun genius . . . Da.vid
Marshall, "Marsh" Williams of
Godwin, Cumberland County.
North Carolina, married his
childhood sweetheart i n defiance of his family, went to
prison for a crime he never
committed. He overcame the
shame of it, won fame and a
pardon by perfecting a, carbine gun while in solitary confinement. It is a wonderful
wonderful story of a fighting
spirit and through it all is his
romance with a girl who never
lost faith in him. One of the
most illustrious pages from the
history of men who have done
so much to make this nation
great!

THE GREAT NEW

S PAL DING

DOT

POWERED BV
*TRU-TENSlON*
"WINDING •WITH
♦TEMPERED*
THREAD
TOR UNITORM.ITY
MAXIMUM. DISTANCE
COMBINED WITH
THAT SWEET DOT*
FEEL, AND CLICK

OTHER FAMOUS
gPALDiNG GOLF BALLS*
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Baptists Plan
Revival Series

21 Freshmen

Next Week

Phi Eta Sigma

The revival at the Clemson Baptist Church will begin Monday
evening, April 28, at 7:15 p. m. It
will be continued through Sunday
evening, May 4. Services will be
held daily at 10:00 a. m. and 7:15
p. m. however there will be no
Saturday morning service and the
Sunday evening service will begin
at 7:30.

Twenty-one Clemson freshmen
were initiated today into the
Clemson College Chapter of Phi
Eta Sigma, national freshman
honor society. The fraternity is
the only honor group open to
Clemson freshmen. To become a
member, the freshman must have
an accumulative grade point ratio
of 7.5 (out of a possible 9.0) or
better for either his first or his
first two semesters.

There will be a Sunday School
assembly on Sunday morning,
May 4, at 10:15, at which time
the Reverend Mack M. Goss will
speak to the entire Sunday
School.
Mr. Goss' general theme will be
"11 the People Don't Come—
Go!"

Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic fraternity, has named nine students to membership in
the organization. This is the highest scholastic honor offered at Clemson to students of the junior
and senior classes. The new members are front row, left to right—Thomas Cooper, pre-medicine junior of Columbia; William J. Hodges, civil engineering junior of Ware Shoals; and Harvey
D. Gambrell, electrical engineering junior of Pendleton. Second row—Robert W. Duke, animal
husbandry junior of Kingstree; Everette W. Noel, arts and sciences senior of Saluda; John P. Fulmer, horticulture junior of Clemson; and G. Truett Stansell, mechanical engineering junior of Westminster. Top row, James R. Lawrence, architecture junior of Greenville; and Karl E. Nelson, ceramic engineering junior of Greenville. (Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Mr. Goss is a graduate of Mercer University and of AndoverNewton Theological Seminary. He
has held churches in Walhalla,
Sumerville, Hartsville, and has recently gone to be pastor of the
First Baptist Church in Hendersonville, North Carolina.

Dr. Crouch To
Speak Sunday

The newly-elected YMCA Cabinet and officers were installed at the Vespers service last Sunday
night. They are: first row, left to right: Jerry Dempsey, Herbert Corbitt, Jimmy Sams, Joe O'Cain,
Thornwell Dunlap, John Stanley. Second row: Jerry Hammett, Joe Lindsay, Lamar Neville, Jack
Sherer, Dick Buckles, Jim Callaham. TKld row, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Robert Tinsley, Frank
Byrd, Robert Hollingsworth, and Mack Branham. (TIGER staff photo by Jack Trimmier)

100 High School
FFA Members
To Meet Here

Two Clemson
Cadets To Visit
West Point

Approximately 100 members of
the Future Farmers of America,
Two Clemson cadets will
with their vocational agriculture
have
a chance to see how
teachers representing various sections of South Carolina, will be their brothers at the United
quests of Clemson College Friday States Military Academy live,
uid Saturday, April 25 and 26. The
boys are members of their respec- work, study, and play next
tive
high
schools
graduating month when they attend West
classes.
Point's sesquicentennial celThe Ciemson Collegiate Future
ebration.
^Tmers of America Chapter and
the Alpha Tau Alpha Chapter will
Cadet Sergeant ^irst Class Wil->e in charge of arrangements for
liam
D. Asnip of Clemson and
the group.
Cadet Colonel Louis M. Stephens
Activities planned include a of Canton, N. C. were selected
program Friday night, at which
time information about Clemson for this honor by Clemson's presiwill be presented, along with a dent, Dr. Robert F. Poole, at the
program of entertainment in- invitation of Maj. Gen. F. A. Irving, superintendent of the acadcluding a. football picture.
emy.
Saturday morning a tour of the
Cadet Asnip is the son of Mr.
campus and experiment stations
and Mrs. George Asnip, Poole
will be made. In the afternoon
Lane, Clemson, and Cadet Stethe group will be guests of the
phens is the son of Mrs. J. R.
athletic department at the baseball game between Clemson and
North Carolina.
Drake's will set the pace in
Mr. Walter Cox, assistant to the
president, has been working with
—STYLE
the local group of students mak—QUALITY
ing the necessary arrangements.
—REASONABLE PRICES
EAT AT

Sam's Luncheonette

Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

116 North Mate Street

DRAKE'S

ANDERSON, S. C.

Next to
Center Theater
GREENVILLE. S. C.

,

Stephens, 34 Oakland Circle,
Canton, N. C. They will spend
four days at the academy, from
April 30 to May 4.
The cadets will visit the academy in, company with 110 other
selected
ROTC
cadets
from
throughout the United States. Ac
cording to information received
from the sesquicentennial director
the visiting cadets will be inte-

Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, pastor of the
Fort Hill Presbyterian Church of
Clemson will be the speaker at a
public meeting on Sunday, April
27, at 3:30 p. m. in the new Chemistry Auditorium of Clemson College. His subject will be "The
United Nations" a Force for Man's
Welfare".
This spring Dr. Crouch was sent
as a delegate to the third annual
meeting of the American Branch
of UNESCO held in New York. He
was chosen by the Board of Education of the Presbyterian Church
of the U. S. as a delegate from
South Carolina because of his
background of travel, of study,
and of his teaching on international relations.
The American
Branch of UNESCO consists of one
hundred men, selected from every
walk of life and all areas of culture in the United States. It acts
in its particular fields as an advisory agency to the State Department.
The Clemson Lions Club and the
Clemson Branch of the American
Association of University Women,
co-sponsors of this meeting, cordially invite the public to hear Dr.
Crouch's discussion.
grated into the West Point corps
of cadets for the duration of their
stay.
While at West Point "the visitors
will be provided with individual
cadet hosts. They will take their
meals in the Cadet Mess along
with their hosts, march to classes,
and conform to the general routine
of the cadets.
Cadets Asnip and Stephens will
leave Clemson by train for New
York City on April 30.

Initiated Into

New members are as follows:
William Donald Ashcraft, electrical engineering major of Florence;
John Martin Bailey, Jr. of Seneca,
electrical engineering; Melvin Eugene Barnette, arts and sciences
major from Pendleton; Garland
Franklin Brewer from Seneca, majoring in mechanical engineering;
Arthus English Brown, a ceramic
engineering major of Florence;
and Niles Craig Clark, Jr., of Waterloo, animal husbandry.

Shown above is the recently installed record player table which was built for the Music Department by the Electrical Engineering department. The table can accommodate four records at
once. Sixteen people may listen at one time, each record player being equipped with four headphone outlets. Looking over the new equipment are Mr. R. E. Lovett (third from right), head of
the music department, and Miss Cornelia Graham (third from left) librarian.

Shigley Heads
Research On
Testing Machine

Also, Clarence Westmoreland
Davis, textile engineering major
from Abbeville; Thomas Champion Drew, Jr., mechanical engineering major from Gaffney;
Robert Bertram Dupree, Jr., mechanical engineering major of
Wellford; William Alfred Gasque of Marion, an electrical
engineering major; and James
Travis Greene of Augusta, Ga.,
arts and sciences.

Engineers at Clemson have recently completed construction of a
testing machine for measuring
cutting forces on sawteeth at
actual operating speeds.
Designed to measure tooth force
at speeds up to 12,000 feet per
minute and feeds up to one quarter inch in depth, this machine is
the newest in the School of Engineering Research laboratories.
Said to be the only testing machine in the world of this nature,
it is expected that many wood processing industries throughout the
United States will take advantage
of the facilities made available for
research.

Also, William Theodore Jeffries,
textile manufacturing major of Orangeburg; Angus McPherson Lander, III of Spartanburg, chemical
engineering; Samuel Lindsay Lemmon, Jr., of Conway, mechanical
engineering; John Connor Leutwyler, chemical engineering major of Savannah; and Allston
In the past sawetteh have been
Thomas Mitchell of Greenville, a built and shaped to a tradition
double major in textile engineer- rather than designed on a fundaing and textile manufacturing.
mental scientific principle, according to Professor J. E. Shigley of
Also, James Aubrey Murphy,
the Clemson School of Enginereing
textile enginering major of Starr;
and Director of this research. It
William Francis Stafford, chemiis our aim to determine which
cal engineering major of Oswego;
tooth shapes possess the highest
Charles A. Strait, Jr., of Rock
cutting efficiency with various
Hill, a major in mechanical enwoods and grains, he continues,
gineering; and Cecil Jerome Waland determine if there exists a
ters, agricultural engineering matooth shape for which sharpness is
jor from St. George. Charles E.
not very important.
White, chemistry sophomore from
Sumter, is president of Phi Eta
Sigma at Clemson.

Former Clemson

Faculty Approves May
6 As Senior Holiday

Student Promoted
At Specialist School

The faculty has approved May
6 as Senior Day. All that remains to be done now is the planning.
At present, the administration
is making plans to raise the necessary funds for the holiday.
Committees are well underway
working on their respective projects. The committee chairmen
include the following students: recreation, Bob Hughes; .food, Bob
Johnson; dance, Bill Brown; publicity, Tony Bowman; and dames,
Bill Prince.

Clarence W. Maffett, Jr., who
attended Clemson College, was recently promoted to the rank of
sergeant while attending the
Army's Eta Jima Specialist School
in Japan.
Camp Eta Jima, Iocoted in
southern part of central Japan,
is a principal Army training
center in the Far East area. It
occupies the grounds of what
was once the key academy for
officers of the Japanese navy.
Sergeant Maffett, a member of FOR SALE—Custom Deluxe Radio »nd
Company I, is serving as engiAerial. Push button tuning. For 1951
neering instructor in the school.
or 1952 Chevrolet. These are brand
As a civilian, he was employed
new. Wholesale prices to you. $50.00.
Retail lor $90.00.
See ELAM, »ks.
by the State Highway Department
7-225.
of Georgia.
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VISIT
Our Modern Shop

DILLARD

Alpha Phi Omega

SPORTING

To Elect Officers
Alpha Phi Omega plans to hold
election of officers for next year
on Monday, April 28, at 8:45 p.
m. All members are urged to be
present for this meeting.

GOODS

Experienced Barbers to Serve You

&

Tentative plans for the Alpha
Phi Omega annual banquet have
been made for Monday, May 5.
Final plans will be announced
later. Plans have also been made
to re-decorate the club room, to
hold an intermission party for the
Junior-Senior, and to operate an
information booth for the visitors
on Mother's Day.

HOBBY SHOP

Clemson House
Barber Shop

TENNIS RACQUETS
RESTRTJNG
One Day Service

(Just off of Lounge)

Only You Cadets Who Look and Heed This
Will SAVE
THIS SPECIAL AT

MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
APRIL 24 TO MOTHER'S DAY
Panco Soles $1.65, plus one shine rag free with each sole
job, or one can of polish free with each half-sole and heel
job.

SENIORS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Lowest priced in its field!

Work in CALIFORNIA

This
beautiful
new Chevrolet
Styleliee
De luxe 2-Door Sedan—like many Chevrolet
models—lists for less than any comparable
model in Iht field. {Continuation of standard
equipment and trim illattratmd it dependenf
en availability of material. White tidtwaft
tint atextra cos* when arailabh.)

WITH STATE DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS

$325

Fine professional positions now
open. Civil Engineering degree
required. Start any time. Wide
choice of locations in California.

TO START.
EARLY
RAISE

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
State Personnel Board, 1015 L Street
Sacramento 14, California

lowest-priced line in its field!
Yes, Chevrolet brings you lowest prices on model after model... as well as
all these fine features found in no other low-priced car!

Please write me at once about (check}:
Job immediately after graduation.

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET

Midsummer examination for later appointment.
Name

__

.

Address

ANDERSON, S. C.
City

-College

CENTERPOISE
POWER

LARGEST
BRAKES

WIDEST
COLOR CHOICE

4-WAY ENGINE
LUBRICATION

CAST IRON
ALLOY PISTONS

SAFETY PLATS GLASS
ALL AROUND

POWERGLIDE
AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION*

UNITIZED
KNEE-ACTION RIDE

WIDEST
TREAD

BODY
BY FISHER

E-Z-EYE PLATE
CLASS

MOST POWERFUL
VALVE-IN-HEAD
ENGINE

Archie's Service Station
SPECIAL
SPRING POLISH JOB, USING PLASTIC0TE7A PURE SILICONE LIQUID PLASTIC

$5.50

•Optional on De laxe models at extra corf,

MOM FIOPLI MIT CHIVtOLnS THAN ANY OTHK CAM

CHEVROLET/ jfe Onfyffa& Catt PRICED SO LOW!

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

MOB ILG AS

MOBILOIL
Owned and Operated by a Clemson Man . . .
Archie Cochran

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!
Conveniently Ikted under '.'Automobiles" fa your toco/ classified telephone directory

